Refinement of unbound protein docking studies using biological knowledge.
In this work we present two methods for the reranking of protein-protein docking studies. One scoring method searches the InterDom database for domains that are available in the proteins to be docked and evaluates the interaction of these domains in other complexes of known structure. The second one analyzes the interface of each proposed conformation with regard to the conservation of Phe, Met, and Trp and their polar neighbor residues. The special relevance of these residues is based on a publication by Ma et al. (Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2003;100:5772-5777), who compared the conservation of all residues in the interface region to the conservation on the rest of the protein's surface. The scoring functions were tested on 30 unbound docking test cases. The evaluation of the methods is based on the ability to rerank the output of a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) docking. Both were able to improve the ranking of the docking output. The best improvement was achieved for enzyme-inhibitor examples. Especially the domain-based scoring function was successful and able to place a near-native solution on one of the first six ranks for 13 of 17 (76%) enzyme-inhibitor complexes [in 53% (nine complexes) even on the first rank]. The method evaluating residue conservation allowed us to increase the number of good solutions within the first 100 ranks out of approximately 9000 in 82% of the 17 enzyme-inhibitor test cases, and for seven (41%) out of 17 enzyme-inhibitor complexes, a near native solution was placed within the first seven ranks.